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Hi Kat, I am sorry I could not read it in chinese so I had to translate it.... It may not be perfect but I
could understand what was written..... Thanks for posting in this forum..... 

Eastcoast.

Hello all:
My friend will get married this year and she send lots of articles to share with me. Below is one from
her, too. I share it with all of you now.

Has to the old husbands and wives year exceed 50, the current economic condition is good, is by
rights ought to An Hsiang retires lives, actually together arrives there attorney to have to manage the
divorce. 

The reason has been since the marriage, two people quarrel unceasingly, always the opinion does
not gather, in the individuality defeats the purpose is not extremely harmonious, more than 20 years
marital life, or is considers for the child, already works the swallow to flutter about. 

Finally arrives at the children to be grown-up with great difficulty, again does not need the parents to
worry about, in order to enable each other in the old age the free life, does not need to endure that
many senseless quarrel again, decided manages the divorce. 

This moment in front of attorney, lets attorney also look reluctant, attorney spent a little
embarrassedly has all received, after thereupon he proposed got through the procedure, three
people ate a food together. 

The old husbands and wives think, although divorces, two people do not have any bitter hatred, eats
a food always to be allowed! 

In the dining room three person of atmosphere are extremely awkward (want also no wonder,
strange attorney and two just divorced person). 

æœ•å‹™ç”Ÿ sends just in time roasts the chicken together, venerable rises a chicken leg to say
immediately to old woman that, "Eats! You most like the chicken leg which eats." 

Attorney çœ¼ç²¾ one is bright, thought perhaps the matter had the favourable turn oh! Has not
expected old woman red both eyes to say that, "I love you very much, but you like thinking oneself
infallible, what matter from has all had the final say, always no matter others' feeling, you didn't know,
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my this whole life repugnantly eats is the chicken leg?" 

By now venerable also a little sobbed saying that, "You... always did not understand I love your heart,
I all was thinking all the time, how has to ask for your favor, always best keeping for you, you knows?
This whole life I most like eating am... the chicken leg." 

Attorney watch with the tail of eyes, unavoidably tip of the nose acid, two so deep loves each other
person, actually because of was linking up the question to face the separated aspect. 

In this late two will of the people all has the infinite feeling, such many years sentiment actually needs
to face the so brutal result. 

Venerable the whole evening tosses about does not rest, in heart intermittent like fire burning pain in
moral nature heartless suffering. 

He had considered is very long, suppresses the pain è‹¦æ‰“ telephone to give old woman, wants to
express his innermost feelings regretting, he wants to tell old woman, he is how loves her. 

The telephone sound, old woman had known certainly is venerable hits, but in her heart filled has
hated, she thought was venerable the negative her life, she did not want again to hear to his sound. 

The telephone did not know how long has made a sound, old woman does not meet, the marriage
has all left, the face is important, how can answer the telephone, even she all opened the telephone
line. 

Venerable the hand grasps the ice-cold microphone, does not listen to old woman's sound, in the
heart to have like the knife to shear general, is unable to get over an emotion for a very long time. 

Actually this day evening old woman also is in is sad è¼¾è½‰é›£çœ , moreover she forgot...
venerable he to have the heart disease. 

Previous day, venerable was discovered dies in from the family living room, in the hand has also
gripped tightly the electricity microphone. 

Old woman after knew this news simply was unable to believe, in order to bet a tone, unexpectedly
lets from the deep love person in be brokenhearted dies, by now how did incumbent she loud shout
also cannot call venerable to turn the head as soon as smiles. 

Old woman the supple intestines are torn to pieces reorganize venerable's relic, suddenly discovered
in the drawer an insurance policy, took out insurance the date is same year their marriage date, the
beneficiary certainly is old woman's name, although the amount only had hundred ten thousand
Yuan, but middle clamped a note dearly - - ", when you discovered this chit, perhaps I already not in
this world, but I liked your heart not being able to change, consider your responsibility not to be able
to terminate, these insurance moneys will replace me, continued for you the meticulous love with the
concern, like I still nearby your body, Forever loves you..." 

Saw here old woman already weeps copiously, she really has not looked is mistaken, he is the
sincerity is willing to look after from already the for a lifetime person. 
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---------------------------------------------------------- 

Surely do not have to let in the life have such regret, early lays down in the heart the senseless face,
the prejudice, with likes with containing, sincerity treatment, otherwise you possibly miss this life
deeply to like your person last institute saying: "I love you!" At the appointed time many lamentation
also are unable to recall such regret. 

Reminds you, must grasp the opportunity, lets the beloved person know you have care about her,
brave says! 

If you really say "me to love you" these three characters, so long as your intention, one day she
finally can understand. 

Now can you picture it what is the last words from the couple?
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